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Spe i heat measurements of antiferromagnet TbB2 C2 with TN =
21:7 K were arried out under magneti elds up to 8 T applied along the

[1 0 0℄ and [1 1 0℄ dire tions. The appli ation of magneti elds in TbB2 C2
leads to in rease of the transition temperature in both dire tions. In ase
for H k[1 1 0℄, the transition temperature rea hes 31.8 K under 8 T whi h
indi ates that magneti elds anomalously stabilize the antiferromagneti
ordered state. The obtained eld dependen e of the transition temperature
is quite anisotropi between the [1 0 0℄ and [1 1 0℄ dire tions, whi h is similar
to the antiferroquadrupolar ompounds DyB2 C2 and HoB2 C2 .
PACS numbers: 75.30.Kz, 75.90.+w, 75.40.Cx
1. Introdu tion

Rare earth intermetalli ompounds RB2 C2 with the tetragonal LaB2 C2 type stru ture [1, 2℄ show various magneti properties whi h originate in
relatively strong antiferroquadrupolar (AFQ) intera tions. DyB2 C2 whi h
is the rst material exhibiting the AFQ order among tetragonal rare earth
ompounds has an AFQ order transition at TQ =24.7 K and an antiferromagneti (AFM) transition su essively at TN =15.3 K [3℄. TQ of DyB2 C2 is
about ten times higher than those of other AFQ ompounds reported so far.
An AFQ order in HoB2 C2 is realized at TQ =4.5 K below an AFM order at
TN =5.9 K, in other words, HoB2 C2 undergoes the AFQ order transition in
the magneti ordered state [4℄. As a result, the AFM ordered state, alled
phase IV, appears between TN and TQ where many hara teristi magneti
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properties were observed [5, 6℄. Owing to the existen e of AFQ order, the

H T magneti phase diagrams of DyB2 C2 and HoB2 C2 have ommonly un-

usual hara teristi s; the oexistent phases of AFQ and AFM ordered states
are slightly stabilized by applied magneti elds and the phase diagrams are
quite anisotropi between H k[1 0 0℄ and [1 1 0℄.
An isostru tural ompound TbB2 C2 is an antiferromagnet with TN =21.7 K
[7℄. The magneti stru ture an be des ribed basi ally by k2 = (0 1 1=2);
the magneti moments whi h lie in the basal -plane ouple antiferromagneti ally between the orner and the fa e enter of the unit ell , and the
oupling along the [0 0 1℄ dire tion is antiferromagneti as well. Besides, the
propagation ve tors of k4 = (0 0 1=2) and kL = (1Æ Æ 0) (Æ = 0:13) are
also required. Note that kL = (1Æ Æ 0) omponent in TbB2 C2 a ompanies the hara teristi diuse s attering whi h is quite resemblant to that
observed in phase IV of HoB2 C2 [5,8℄. In addition to the hara teristi magneti stru ture, it is remarkable that the magnetization pro ess under high
elds exhibits similar behavior to those of the AFQ ompound DyB2 C2 and
HoB2 C2 . Based on this result, it is highly probable that AFQ intera tions
strongly ae t in TbB2 C2 as well. Therefore, the aim of this work is to
larify the magneti properties of TbB2 C2 under magneti elds by means
of spe i heat measurements.
2. Experimental

For sample preparation, we used the stoi hiometri amounts of onstituents, Tb of 99.9%, B of 99.8% and C of 99.999% in purity. The ompound was synthesized through the onventional argon ar te hnique. Single
rystalline samples of TbB2 C2 were grown by the Czo hralski method using a triar furna e. Spe i heats of TbB2 C2 were measured by using
onventional relaxation method. Measurements were arried out in the temperature range from 0.5 K to 60 K and under magneti elds up to 8 T. The
spe i heat of LaB2 C2 was also measured in the same temperature range
under H = 0 to estimate the latti e ontribution to the spe i heat.
3. Results and dis ussion

Fig. 1 shows magneti spe i heats of TbB2 C2 under various magneti
elds applied along the [1 0 0℄ dire tion. The magneti ontribution to the
spe i heat is obtained by subtra ting the spe i heat of LaB2 C2 from
that of TbB2 C2 . A lear -type anomaly was observed at TN =21.7 K under H =0, whi h is well onsistent with the results reported before [7℄. As
eld in reases, TN exhibits monotonous in rease and orresponding anomaly
be omes slightly broad. Under 4 T, the transition temperature takes the
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Fig. 1. Magneti spe i heats of TbB2 C2 for
elds are verti ally shifted for the larity.

H

k[1 0 0℄. Curves under magneti

maximum of 25.2 K and suddenly de reases to 16.6 K under 8 T. In the
magnetization urve for H k[1 0 0℄ at 4.2K, the magneti transitions were observed at 7.6 T and 8.6 T. This result indi ates that the phase boundary
orresponding to the anomaly in the spe i heat loses between 7 to 9 T
for H k[1 0 0℄. The anomalous in rease of TN with in reasing magneti elds
is further remarkable in ase of the eld applied along the [1 1 0℄ dire tion as
shown in Fig. 2. Up to 8 T, the anomaly is still lear and the transition temperature keeps in reasing to 31.8 K under 8 T, that is, the AFM transition
temperature in reases almost 10 K by the appli ation of magneti elds.
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Fig. 2. Magneti spe i heats of TbB2 C2 for
elds are verti ally shifted for the larity.
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The unusual behavior of TN in reasing by applying magneti elds annot be explained only by AFM intera tions. With respe t to the in rease
of TN , the similar behavior was also observed in the AFQ ordered phases of
DyB2 C2 and HoB2 C2 . Furthermore, the magneti eld dependen e of the
transition temperature in TbB2 C2 is quite anisotropi between [1 0 0℄ and
[1 1 0℄, whi h is identi al to that in DyB2 C2 and HoB2 C2 as well. Based
on these fa ts, it is supposed that the AFQ order is realized in TbB2 C2
under magneti elds. A tually, our re ent neutron dira tion experiments
indi ate that the magneti stru ture of TbB2 C2 under magneti elds exhibits a hara teristi oupling angle between the magneti moments along
the [0 0 1℄ dire tion whi h appears in the oexistent phase of AFM and AFQ
order in DyB2 C2 and HoB2 C2 [9, 10℄. One of the typi al AFQ ordered
ompound CeB6 also exhibits the similar in rease of transition temperature
with in reasing elds. In ase of CeB6 , a theoreti al al ulation su eeded
to explain the anomalous stability under magneti elds by taking a ount
o tupolar intera tions [11℄. Therefore, we strongly suggest that TbB2 C2 is
the rst material whi h shows the eld-indu ed AFQ order and o tupolar
moment may play a more important role than DyB2 C2 and HoB2 C2 .
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